


The 2nd row seats inside the AVANZA can slide 
backward by up to 60mm, which means more 

legroom for your passengers.

The 3rd row seats can easily fold away to create 
extra room for large baggage or other cargo.

The AVANZA allows the 2nd and 3rd row seat 
backs to fold down, and create space to hold 

long cargo.

Folding down all 2nd and 3rd row seats will give 
you more space and more room for all of your 

cargo needs.

2nd Row seat slide mode* Large cargo space more Long cargo item mode Expanded cargo space mode

The new Toyota AVANZA is our latest MPV to own the streets. With 
d 

intelligent cargo space platform, the new AVANZA quite literally, 
could be your home away from home. 

More space,

 more you.  



Comfortably convenient 

The new AVANZA boasts enhanced texture with an advanced instrument panel 
that seamlessly integrates into a minimalistic design, keeping the cockpit 
functional and uncomplicated. With its unhampered freedom, the feeling of 
space is achieved in all forms.

The AVANZA provides you the ease of use only an MPV can o�er, with it’s 
convenient loading and unloading height, you will be taken aback by its 
thoughtfulness on storage space.

The AVANZA can comfortably seat seven passengers in the 

comfort, such as seat backs, legroom and cabin comfort.

More than just a fuel gauge, 
the multi information display 
introduces average and current fuel 
consumption, as well as the remaining 
drivable distance.

impression, while the triple-meter design enhances 
visibility.

The door height and seat size have been 
carefully calculated to increase access and 
entry into the new AVANZA. The one-touch 

3rd row, while the wireless door lock system 
adds to the convenience of getting in and out 
of the vehicle.
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Getting in and out

Folding down the 2nd and 3rd row seats 
provides you with more space and more 
control when transporting large items. The 
tailgate is designed for maximum utility 

for the loading and unloading of cargo.

The AVANZA comes with a dual air conditioning 
system, which includes units in the rear ceiling. 
Temperature settings for the back and front can be 
adjusted independently.

The AVANZA is available in either a 1.3L K3-VE VVT-I or 1.5L 3SZ-
VE VVT-I twin cam engine. With the advanced VVT-I technology, 
engines deliver quicker response and power, along with lower fuel 

transmissions contribute to superior fuel economy and smooth 
acceleration.

AVANZA 1.3  (MID) AVANZA 1.5  (MID) AVANZA 1.5  (HIGH)

Dimensions and capacities   

Overall
Ground clearance  (mm) 180* 180* 180*
Width (mm) 1660 1660 1660
Height (mm) 1695 1695 1685

Gross vehicle mass (GVM) 1680 1700 1700
Fuel tank size (Litres) 45 45 45

Wheels and tyres   
Spare tyre Ground tyre(Steel)Black Ground tyre(Steel)Black Ground tyre(AL-Wheel)
Wheel and tyre 185/70R14 Steel Black 185/70R14 Steel Black 185/65R15 5J*15 Alloy C
Mud guards - FR+RR Yes Yes Yes

Engine and drivetrain   
Maximum power (kW@r/min) 71 (95.21)/6000 77 (103.3)/6000 77 (103.3)/6000
Maximum torque (Nm@r/min) 121 (12.34)/4200 136 (13.87)/4200 136 (13.87)/4200
Number of cylinders and arrangement 4-cylinder, in line type 4-cylinder, in line type 4-cylinder, in line type
Suspension (Front) - Macpherson strut Yes Yes Yes
Suspension (Rear) - Five Link Yes Yes Yes
Transmission - 5-Speed MT Yes Yes Yes
Valve mechanism 16-DOHC, VVT-I 16-DOHC, VVT-I 16-DOHC, VVT-I
Engine Capacity 1329 1496 1496

Safety   
Anti-theft system - Alarm and Immobilizer Yes Yes Yes
Child lock Yes Yes Yes
Front airbags - D+P Yes Yes Yes
Front seat belts - 3P ELR *2 W/PT&FL Yes Yes Yes
Power door lock - W/D Side Actuator Yes Yes Yes
Seat belt warning (D+P+Lamp+Buzzer) Yes Yes Yes
Wireless door lock Yes Yes Yes
Brake warnings - W/Buzzer Yes Yes Yes
Rear window demister Yes Yes Yes

Driver support systems   
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS+EBD) elec type Yes Yes Yes
Eco driving indicator Yes Yes Yes
Electronic Brake Force Distribution (EBD) Yes Yes Yes

Interior features   
Assist grip -  FR1+RR NO.1 Yes Yes Yes
Digital Clock Yes Yes Yes
Centre console box Yes Yes STD+USB/AUX

Audio
SP only(FR16*2)+W/

BKT-A
SP only(FR16*2)+W/

BKT-A
AM/FM/CD/2DIN/

FLUSH/MP3/USB/AUX 
4SP

Exterior features   
Door outside handles - Body colour Yes Yes Yes
Engine under cover and protection  (FR+RR) Yes Yes Yes
Front bumper Yes Yes Yes
Front fog lamps No No Yes
Headlights - 2 Tou, Halogen Yes Yes Yes
*Rear with Axle (1 person)

subject to change to suit local country conditions and requirements. Please inquire with your local dealer for details of such changes. Note: Vehicle picture and 

catalogue.  

Outstanding terrain accessibility and tight turning radius
Despite its long wheelbase, the AVANZA has a turning circle of 
only 4.7 meters, making it superbly easy to maneuver on narrow or 
winding streets. The chassis sits at 200mm above the ground, which 
means handling bumpy roads is a dream.

Front and rear suspension
The AVANZA combines MacPherson’s strut suspension in the front 
and a 5-link coiled suspension with lateral rods in the rear.

Body
Steel plate with high tensile strength is used throughout the 
monocoque body, to meet the competiing demands of both lighter 
weight and greater rigidity.

Cargo space
Air conditioning 

Active and passive safety comes standard
Active safety: In preventing accidents, the AVANZA is 
equipped with ABS* to prevent the brakes from locking 

headlamps improve visibility when driving in the dark.

Passive safety
The AVANZA is thoroughly tested in di�erent crash scenarios and both the driver and passenger seats 

The levers on the 2nd row seats make it simple to fold down 
the seat backs.
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